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Neil Frankum and John Briggs
nearing the finish on Day 1
[Photo: Steve Rush]

Alain Wilkes
[Photo: Steve Rush]

BOK Blast - City of Bristol
Day 1: Bristol Harbourside North and
Clifton Wood - 10 June 2017

Route Choice Challenge
This was part of Course C
involving navigating around, over
and under a complex road
interchange involving a swing
bridge over the harbour entrance.
Note that competitors could not
cross the purple lines but they
indicate where there was a
pavement besides the road which
could be used. Also, where the
road is shown in the darker brown,
it is possible to go underneath the
road - but note that where there
are buildings below the road these
are shown in grey with a dashed
outline. There are also some stairs
to allow a change in levels.
Can you work out how to reach 15
(coming from the north), 16 and 17
and how to exit towards 18?
See Page 12 for Nigel Hoult’s
route
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Editorial
Many of you will have seen that this year is the 50th anniversary of the
national organisation - the British Orienteering Federation. And next year
will be the 50th year of orienteering in Berkshire with the original club,
Reading OC, being formed in early 1968. The club will need to mark the
occasion in various ways. Perhaps club members can make some
suggestions. As Newsletter Editor, I will hope to mark the year with some
special features or articles. What I will need is a good supply of archive
material. So please don’t throw any old ROC/BKO stuff out but pass it on
to me and I will see what I can make of it all. Thanks.
David Jukes

Club Picnic
Saturday 12 August 2017 - Sandhurst Memorial Park
Come and join us for our social event of the summer - our 3rd BKO
Club Picnic. We are staging a low-key event with Short, Medium and Long courses
planned by Eric Harper with starts from 10.30-11.30 and the picnic will follow after the
event.
Fiona Clough is arranging the food and would like people to contact her to let her know that they
are coming and with information on any special dietary needs. E-mail: ladybiker729@aol.com

Club Notes
Keeping you informed about the club and its members
Level A Events - British Championships - Lake District:
• Individual: High Dam - 6 May 2017
• Relay: Summer House Knott - 7 May 2017
Although providing some very high quality orienteering, the need to make the lengthy return trip to
the Lake District in one weekend put most BKO members off attending these national
championships events. In fact just 10 made the trip and a detailed account can be found later in
this Newsletter [Pages 16-19]. Top performers were Martin Wilson (4th in M70L), Ian Cooper
(11th in M70L) and Stefan Stasiuk (14th in M65L).
For the Relay, only 5 members competed making up two Ad Hoc teams: one full team (comprising
Jacqui Briggs, Sue Hunt and John Briggs) and a non-competitive second team (with Simon
Moore and Martin Wilson taking the first two legs).
The next Level A events will be the British Sprint Championships in Milton Keynes on 30th
September and the British Middle Championships near Aylesbury on the 1st October.

Cover Picture:
The British Championships were held
in the Lake District and our cover
photo shows Sue Hunt heading for
the finish at the end of her W55S
course.
For a report, see pages 16-19

Pictorial Control Descriptions
This is one of the proposed new IOF
pictorial control descriptions. Can
you guess what it represents?
See page 12 for the answer.

[Photo: John Briggs]
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National Rankings
Talking about Martin and Ian, it is worth pointing out that Martin Wilson is currently heading the
M70 list by quite a large margin. In fact his point score would place him third in the M65 list. Ian
Cooper who held the top spot in M70 for several years has slipped to 8th this year. However he
is in his final year as an M70 with all those above him (and several below him) being younger.
Ian will be moving up to M75 next year and his current score (which includes 5 events from 2017)
would put him back into the top position in M75.
Youth League
Our last report was in the March Newsletter
when only 7 events had happened. Since then
there were events at Cold Ash (12 March) and
Black Park (21 May). Final standings for the top
performers are shown in the table on the right.
Remember that it is the best 4 scores that
provide the total for each competitor with 100
points being awarded if someone matches the
designated time for their course - faster times
can give scores over 100. Congratulations in
particular to Joel Taylor who achieved the
highest overall total of 415 with 3 events scoring
over 100.
The only significant change from the last listing is
the appearance of Adam and Anna Methven in
the top 3 for their respective age groups.
Adam’s final run at Black Park scored him 109
points which was the highest individual point
score for any competitor in the 2016-17 League.

Top Results - Youth League 2016-17
(Final positions after all 9 events)
Under Tens
1 Charlie Hearn (9) St Andrews 403
2 Maddie Woodcock (10) St Andrews 358
3 Charlotte Alderson (9) St Andrews 301
10-11
1 Nathan Taylor (10) Independent 372
2 Lauren Cloney (10) St Andrews 354
3 Alistair Wynne (10) St Andrews 341
12-13
1 Joel Taylor (12) Independent 415
2 Adam Methven (12) Independent 380
3 Amelia Wing (12) St Andrews 299
14-15
1 Vincent Townley (14) Independent 250
2 Frank Townley (14) Independent 195
3 Anna Methven (14) Independent 188

The total number of juniors listed in the final
results reached an impressive 282 although,
regretfully, about 220 of these only attended a
single event.

16 Plus
1 Oliver Smith (16) Independent 373
2 James Waite (16) Independent 319
2 Evan Bowers (18) Independent 189

After many years as the League Co-ordinator,
Ken Ricketts is stepping down from the role.
Our thanks to Ken for having performed this task
for so long! However preparations for 2017-18
are in progress with John Methven taking on
this responsibility. The first event is scheduled
for Saturday 23 September at Benyons
Inclosure

Overall
1 Joel Taylor (12) Independent 415
2 Charlie Hearn (9) St Andrews 403
3 Adam Methven (12) Independent 380
4 Oliver Smith (16) Independent 373
5 Nathan Taylor (10) Independent 372
6 Maddie Woodcock (9) St Andrews 358

Membership Memo:

Ian Hudson - Membership Secretary

Just a reminder to let me know if you have updated your EMIT or SI card recently or
indeed bought one for the first time. We do keep a note of card serial numbers for the
Team Captain’s use when putting teams together for a competition. E-mail me at:
membership@bko.org.uk
Oh yes, just the one new member since the last newsletter, so a very warm welcome to:
•
James Munday in Slough.
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Rich Golding
[Photo: James Wilkinson]

27th May - SINS Day 1 - Long Mynd
‘Springtime in Shropshire’ (SINS) has become a regular fixture in the
orienteering calendar - over the late May Bank Holiday weekend in alternate
years. Rich Golding comments on Day 1:
“When I got to the start (in BKO T-shirt) the wind was blowing and there was
some drizzle in the air, and some local runners in cagoules who told us that the weather can be
“changeable”. The photo shows me on the long, windy up-hill finish. For once, I didn’t enter the
longest course (miles = smiles), but ran in my age group; and was lucky enough to finish with my
best ranking points of the year! I got back before the thick fog came down.”

Committee News
The Committee met in mid-May. The following were some of the items discussed:
• Fixtures Secretary: This was a major item for discussion as Fiona Clough is returning to work
and will no longer be able to fulfil all the tasks which she has been covering during her tenure.
The Committee recognised that she had been doing a very effective job and had been both
gaining permission for events as well as subsequently seeking officials to stage the events
(and even taking on these positions herself). In discussion it was felt that these two aspects
could be handled separately. Gaining permissions requires knowledge of specific local issues
and the landowners whilst the recruitment of officials requires an awareness of members and
their experience and potential. It was therefore agreed that we would try to split the work Andy Parry would take on the external work whilst Fiona with support from Simon Moore will
take on the task of obtaining and supporting the officials.
• Youth Work: At the AGM in February, Ken Ricketts had indicated that he would like to step
down from his committee work and would like to hand over the running of the Youth League.
After some discussion, John Methven has agreed to take on the Youth League and, in
addition, act as the club’s representative for the regional SCOA Junior Squad.
• Emit: The Committee continues to monitor the status of its Emit equipment as it nears the end
of its anticipated life. There continues to be debate over the various options for updating and
we are aware that other clubs in the region are in a similar situation (as the adoption of the
Emit system was a regional decision with clubs buying kit at a similar time). The Committee
agreed to propose that the region should appoint a Working Group to investigate options and
make recommendations for the future regional policy.
• British Middle Championships: The club has agreed to help TVOC with the starts at the
Middles on the 1st October in Wendover Woods. We will be running the East Start in
conjunction with Happy Herts. BKO will set it up and run it with HH taking over and clearing up.
• Printing of maps: The club’s A4 printer, kept and operated by Eric Harper, is becoming
unreliable and expensive in consumables. We are investigating options for replacements.
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World Orienteering Day 2017 –
St Andrew’s School, Pangbourne
Glyn Thomas
Back in 2016, it was exciting for all the children at St Andrew’s
School to be part of a world record-breaking attempt on the very
first World Orienteering Day, and especially so when we heard
after the event that a new record had indeed been set; 253,000
young people around the world had been orienteering on the
same day. Could we do even better than that in 2017?
A simple score course was devised, avoiding crossing the
internal road and keeping away from the large building site
where our new sports hall and
indoor pool are currently under
construction. Once again, every
child in the school was to take part –
289 girls and boys between the
ages of 3 and 13. Andy Parry and
Simon Moore kindly gave up their
time to help run the event, bringing
BKO EMIT equipment with them.
Unlike in 2016, the weather on
Wednesday 24th May 2017 was
very pleasant, and the first group of
eager children arrived at the start. It
was the youngest members of the
school community, from the
Nursery, Reception class and Years
1 and 2 in the Pre-Prep. When I had asked a few days before if any of my regular O squad would
like to help look after the little ones, I was inundated with offers. Many of the children managed to
complete the course, finding all 20 controls, and some of their times were rather impressive,
given their age! During the mid-morning Break, it was the turn of the oldest pupils, aged 10 – 13,
and after Break it was the final group, aged 7
– 10, who set off at great speed and returned
equally quickly – in some cases well under
the 15 minutes allowed.
Everyone returned to lessons, while I
uploaded our figures to the website of WOD,
co-ordinated by Göran Andersson in
Sweden. Over the next few days, numbers
trickled in from across the globe, with such
diverse locations as Greenland, Uganda and
Antarctica contributing. In the end, we were
thrilled to see that a grand total of 288,007
young people, in no fewer than 79 countries
and territories, had well and truly beaten last
year’s world record.
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Mantras
Some thoughts from Club Captain, Martin Wilson
•

Mantra: a word or phrase chanted or repeated inwardly in meditation

•

O-Mantra: a wise and useful piece of coaching advice, usually subsequently ignored by both giver and receiver.

Some examples:
You can only get round as fast as you navigate
Your legs will push you round, but your navigation skills will get you round. If we always had
taped routes, we’d be fast round the course, but bored. Enjoy, give time to, and use the
challenge of continual accurate navigation to succeed.
Let your brain lead your feet, not vice versa
Read the map ahead of where you are in order to keep good map/ground contact.
Run your own race at your own pace
Following someone in front of you, particularly if they are faster than you, leads to loss of
concentration and map/ground contact. Always keep navigating and running for yourself.
RTFM
A pithy mnemonic much used in the IT industry and Armed Forces, encouraging the listener
to ‘read the manual’. The more polite O version is “Read The Frigging Map”. While running through tough terrain or tiring badly, mutter these four letters to yourself to force you
to keep lifting the map to maintain accurate map/ground contact.
What would I do if that person wasn’t there?
As soon as you see someone on or close to your course or control, ask yourself this question again and again. Then navigate and run as you would when on your own. The hardest part is remembering to ask yourself the question!
You’re only as good as your next control
Sometimes it all goes right for a sequence of controls, self-confidence gets higher, and devil
thoughts of ’this is easy’ can set in. Repeat this mantra to make you focus only on the
task ahead. The race is never over till the finish control beeps.
Never leave where you are unless you know how to get to where you’re going
A famous quote from Gareth Bryan-Jones ‘Orienteering Techniques’ booklet. Basically, plan
each leg ahead. My wife used to come back and say ‘I really Gareth’d 5-6’. Nice to know,
but what was she doing on the other legs?!
Never spend more than one minute looking for a control
Another G B-J quote. Very, very difficult to face up to, but quick escape and re-entry from a
known point can save many minutes of hopeless ‘sweeping’ round the wrong position.
I hope these help you guide yourself successfully round your courses. Beware of meeting
Club Captains en route who may test you on these tips!

Your 2017-2018 Committee
Chairman:
Simon Moore
chairman@bko.org.uk
Secretary:
Derick Mercer
secretary@bko.org.uk
Fixtures Secretary:
Fiona Clough
fixtures@bko.org.uk
Treasurer:
Peter Entwistle
treasurer@bko.org.uk
Development Officer:
- - - - Vacant - - - Membership Secretary: Ian Hudson
membership@bko.org.uk
4 Committee Members and 1 co-options :
Brian Burt, Andy Parry, David Jukes, Brian Sewell, and Mark Foxwell
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When things go wrong….
A cautionary tale by David Jukes
For Christmas my wife, Helen, bought me a Garmin watch/GPS so that I could record my routes
at orienteering events. Not that I felt I needed one as I always thought I knew where I had been.
I admit that I do drift off course and take a wrong turn at times but, once I have relocated, a quick
study of the map would usually reveal the error. So, having a new gismo would be a bit of fun but
would it be any help?
The first thing you have to remember is to activate it a few minutes before your start time to allow
it to search for the relevant satellites and fix your position. The second thing is to actually start it
on the start line. This takes practice and at my first event with it (Didcot on the 2 nd January) I only
remembered to get it working as I approached Control 6. Even so it was fun downloading the
data and looking at how accurate the plot was when superimposed on the satellite image of the
area.
The next event was our own Concorde Chase at Hawley and Hornley Commons at the end of
January. Although I again forgot to start the recording when I set out, at least here I did
remember to get it working before I reached the first control so I would be able to see most of my
route. Controls 1-8 went generally well and I was feeling confident. Control 8 was in the semiopen heath area in the north of the map and the leg to Control 9 cut across this into the more

Hawley and Hornley Commons
Concorde Chase 2017 - Blue Course - Controls 8-9
8

wooded area down the central slope. There being no obvious direct
track route I decided that my route would follow the paths in a more
westerly direction before turning south to then choose an appropriate
route into the control – something like the dashed red line on the map.
So off I set … Things seemed a bit curious and not quite right but I
was able to make progress ticking off the junctions and heading
towards the woodland. On the map I felt that I was progressing ‘a’ –
‘b’ – ‘c’. However at ‘c’ I was starting to have doubts and rather than
heading down the left fork I took the right fork to head towards ‘d’.
Arriving at what should have been ‘d’, the lack of fit between the map
My Garmin Forerunner 35
and what I was seeing on the ground was obvious to set the alarm
bells ringing. Thinking that I had gone too far West, I turned left as I
Other makes and models are
available!
really started to study the map. As I recall, it was at this point that I
first checked my compass (‘Who needs a compass when the track
network is so obvious?’). I was heading in a NW direction when I
should have been heading SE. I turned around and headed more slowly SE. Confused I
pressed on and quite soon I saw a building through the trees – was this in the military area to the
West? I stopped and studied the map – I was completely lost for the first time for …. a long time!
Eventually, having wandered back to a large track junction I spotted that I was over to the East –
the track I was on was running due North-South and the building was a private house marked on
the map. I was now at the ‘#’ on the map and was as far from Control 9 as I had been when
leaving Control 8. I then made my way slowly from that point, along the paths, to Control 9.
I had absolutely no idea how I had reached ‘#’! Thank goodness for my Garmin. At home I
analysed the plotted route and tried to match my actions to my plotted route. My plotted route is
shown with the thicker dotted line on the map.
The whole sorry sequence of events was triggered by my actions at Control 8. Having punched I
looked up and spotted the track junction I needed to reach first. This should have been ‘a’ but in
fact it was ‘A’. Taking the path opposite, I followed it to ‘b’ – in fact this took me to ‘B’. Turn left
and take a fork at ‘c’ (but I was at ‘C’). As already mentioned I chose to go right towards ‘d’
rather than following my initial route idea. And so I reached what I thought was ‘d’ but was, in
reality ‘D’. Reaching ‘#’, I at last relocated. My Garmin data shows that I had taken 7 minutes 30
seconds to reach this point - all wasted as I had not progressed towards Control 9.
So how had this error occurred. Clearly I was over confident. Looking up after punching at
Control 8, I spotted a path junction and jumped to the wrong conclusion. Without checking my
compass, I set off quickly down the gentle slope. Semi-open heath appears to provide easy
navigation. The presence of criss-crossing paths and tracks provides for relatively easy route
choice. Although cutting across the heath is possible at times, it can often be quicker and less
tiring to follow the paths and ticking off the various junctions. I had relaxed and my concentration
slackened. The minor discrepancies between the map and the terrain were easily overlooked or
put down to different interpretations of the vegetation (especially a risk with semi-open heath).
Unfortunately for me a similar disastrous route
choice occurred at my next major event – the
CompassSport Cup at Cold Ash. Again, after
running for several minutes away from a
control, I found myself no closer to the next
control than when I had set out. Again the
Garmin showed my actual route.

Remember:
Although you are permitted to carry a GPS enabled
device with you during an event, the rules of
orienteering state:
11.5 The use of any artificial navigational aid other
than a compass is not permitted.

What I need are some simply phrases or rules
to guide my actions, to maintain concentration
and to prevent silly errors. Some might call
these ‘mantras’ ….

11.6 Competitors are permitted to only use a GPS
device to record data for use in post-race
analysis.
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Know your sport:

Developing GB
talent

Unfortunately many club members are finding that they
are now past their peak athletic fitness and are hoping
that their decline in performance over the coming years
will be slow. However, juniors can look forward and
hope that they can improve as orienteers - both in
fitness and in technique. Developing juniors into
potential world champions is one of the objectives of the
national British Orienteering. Here we look at the
different stages of progression from a local junior into a
potential world champion - the ‘Talent Pathway’

The ‘Talent Pathway’
Regional Squads
British Orienteering considers that the Regional Squads are the first
steps for many on the talent pathway and they provide coaching and
mentoring for juniors - typically for those aged about 14-18.
For the South Central region we have the South Central Junior Squad
(SCJS). This actually starts at a younger age - perhaps from 10 or 11.
However before joining the juniors should be tackling Orange standard
courses. These involve controls off line features and so requires some
confidence in navigating across terrain. The squad typically meets once
a month on Saturday mornings - often at one of the Saturday morning
events being staged by a club in the region.

Look for members of
the SCJS in their O-kit!

Performance by SCJS squad members is used as the basis for selecting
the regional representatives at the national Junior Inter-Regional Championships. This usually takes
place towards the end of September each year.
To obtain further details of the SCJS and its activities, look at the region’s website or contact the Squad
Manager at: juniorsquad@scoa-orienteering.org.uk

GB Talent Squad
From the Regional Squads, the best performing juniors can be invited to join the ‘Talent Squad’. This
aims to develop athletes towards top 20 places at Junior World Championships in the next one to five
years and onwards to senior potential. It is for those up to and including age class 20. Members of the
Talent Squad are selected to attend one (or more) of the following competitions:
•

Junior World Orienteering Championship (JWOC) – Primary Target (age class 20): Athletes
performing excellently can establish themselves as potential candidates for selection to the subsequent year’s WOC.

•

Junior European Cup (JEC) – (age classes 18 & 20): JEC is used as a training camp/competition
for the assessment and development of athletes. Older JWOC athletes are unlikely to be selected
to create opportunity for a wider pool of athletes.

•

European Youth Orienteering Championship (EYOC) – (age classes 16 & 18): Competing at
EYOC is a major step up in competitive orienteering for young athletes and is a great opportunity
for staff to assess athletes’ performances and establish, confirm or modify personal development
plans.
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GB Development Squad
As Juniors move into the Senior classes (over age class 20), the focus is to identify those with potential
at the next two to five World Championships. Members of this Squad are considered to have potential to
be selected into the Performance Squad but have not yet demonstrated performances enabling them to
be selected for it. They gain international experience by attending one or more of the following:
•

Euromeeting: An opportunity to perform well against good competition and to stake a claim for
selection to a World Cup, WOC or to the Performance Squad.

•

World Cups: The importance of ranking points and the ‘division’ system of allocating the number of
places to a nation mean that priority is given to Performance Squad athletes. However if places are
available, athletes in the Development Squad will be considered for selection to teams competing
at World Cups.

•

European Orienteering Championship (EOC): Falls within the same category as World Cups
above.

•

World University Orienteering Championship (WUOC): A great opportunity for athletes in higher
education.

GB Performance Squad
This is the top level of selection - for the elite GB orienteers. As members of this squad are considered
the countries best orienteers, members of the squad are being prepared to deliver relay and individual
medals in the next one to three World Championships (or at least that is the intention).
The World Championships (WOC) take place each year with a variety of different formats - for 2017 in
Estonia there were Sprint, Sprint Relay (with Legs 1 and 4 for women and Legs 2 and 3 for men), a
classic ‘Long’ race and finally a Middle race. These provide opportunities for those with different skills to
focus on one or two of these formats rather than attempting them all. The selectors have to recognise the
varied skills of the athletes so as to maximise the chance of getting medals.
In addition to the WOC, Performance Squad team members are selected to attend various World Cup
(WC) events. As the WCs now support and underpin performances at WOC, there is less opportunity to
use WCs for development which might have been the case a few years ago. The World Cup is an IOF
competition based on results from a limited number of designated World Cup events. For 2017 this is
made up of events in 4 countries - a Sprint, Middle and Long in Finland in May, the WOC Sprint, Middle
and Long in Estonia in July, a Middle and Sprint in Latvia
in August and finishing with a Long and Middle in
Switzerland in September. Points are allocated based on
the results. After competition 10 the sum of the best 7
scores out of the first 8 competitions plus the scores from
competitions 9 and 10 defines the World Cup winner
2017.

GB Watch Squad
Finally there is the ‘Watch Squad’ which aims to support
athletes whilst they transition from junior to senior
international honours. However in this case it is typically
for athletes who may wish to place their orienteering
aspirations to one side while they focus on education,
career, family, etc. Depending upon their performance,
members of their squad will be considered for selection
to any of the above competitions.
So could a BKO Junior become a World Champion? It has already happened once!.
Yvette Hague, then aged 8, became a member of Reading OC in 1976 after hearing
about the World Championships in Scotland that year. She won Gold at the 1999 ‘Short’
Championship event having won Silver in the ‘Long’ and ‘Short’ in 1995.
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BOK Bash : Saturday 10th June
On the inside of the front cover, a section of the map from
the first day in Bristol was given. This showed the
complex arrangements of roads, paths, bridges and
canals and part of Course C. Here, shown by the black
line, you can see how Nigel Hoult got round this area.
For more routes, take a look at the event’s Routegadget
site at:
http://www.bok.routegadget.co.uk/rg2/#131

View looking East
from the arrow.

Pictorial Control Descriptions
The International Orienteering Federation
is consulting on some modifications to the
pictorial control descriptions. The process
has been going on for some time but, late
in the process, some changes have been
proposed to the symbols for knoll and
boulders. This will make the black dot
represent a boulder (as on the map) and
creates a new symbol for a ‘knoll’ (which had been the black dot symbol).
And the symbol on Page 3? It will represent:
‘Out of Bounds area: Typically a flower bed or similar feature.’.
Remember, this is only a proposal at this stage. For more details, see:
http://orienteering.org/the-final-draft-of-the-updated-iof-control-descriptions-is-published/
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The SCOL 2016-2017
The 2016-2017 ‘SCOL’ (the regional South Central Orienteering League)
consisted of 9 races starting with SCOL1 in October 2016 through to SCOL9
towards the end of May - our Black Park event on the 21st May.
So how did BKO members do this year? With a competitor’s best 6 events to
count, a good attendance certainly helped people get close to a top position.
Here is a summary of our top performers on each of the colour courses:

Course Position BKO Member

Comment

White

3

Robin Inness (M10)

Robin ran well at Black Park and maintained his
third position.

Yellow

4=

Adam Reed (M12)

Neither Adam nor Charlie attended Black Park
and both slipped down to 4th=.

Charlie Hearn (M10)
1

Adam Methven (M12)

3

Tom Innes (M14)

6

Anna Methven (W14)

Light
Green

1

Alan Jones (M50)

With three wins in his 5 events, Alan retained his
‘Light Green’ SCOL title.

Short
Green

2

Peter Bennett (M75)

4

Antje Innes (W45)

Andy MacGregor (M75; BADO and local BKO
member) took first place. Luckily for Peter,
who did not attend Black Park, he was not
caught by anyone and took 2nd place overall.
Antje did very well in the final race and leapt
up the table.

3

Andrew Graham (M60)

6

Pete Inness (M50)

7

Annika Hemik (W45)

Blue

3

Georgi Gospodinov
(M50)

With Black Park being his 7th event of the
season, Georgi improved his total score a bit
and saw off potential challengers for 3rd place.

Brown

3

Mark Saunders (M35)

As previously reported, Mark’s result at Black
Park could not influence his final position.

Orange

Green

Our outstanding Junior, Adam, won all six SKOL
events that he attended during the year and
was the clear winner in this class. Tom also
did well at Black Park and was able to move
up to 3rd place. Anna, who does not attend as
regularly as brother Adam, took 6th place.

Andrew remained in 3rd place but Pete had a
good run and rose to 6th. With her best SCOL
result of the year, Annika took first place at
Black Park and leapt into 7th place.

And for details of some modifications to the SCOL for 2017-2018, see the next page….

Berkshire Orienteers is on

Newsletter Distribution:
Our thanks to those who have indicated that they will
be happy to only have the newsletter as a pdf file sent
by e-mail as this does save the club money. If you are
willing to only receive the newsletter by e-mail as a pdf
file, please let me know and I will add your name to the
list. newsletter@bko.org.uk
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Facebook !

Regional News from SCOA
The following items are taken from the regional SCOA Bulletin published in
June and available on the SCOA website at:
http://www.scoa-orienteering.org.uk/scoa-bulletins
SCOL - (the SCOA League) - Changes afoot
We are making a change to the individual scoring and adding an inter-club challenge, starting
this autumn.
Individual scores will be your best of 50% (rounded up to the next whole number) of the
events, e.g best 4 of 7 events or best 5 of 9. The league has had 12 events in the past, which
is probably when the best 6 scores counted. Since then the number of events in the
September – June period has varied and currently has 7 events proposed. We want to
encourage participation but also to make scoring achievable, so we hope you will all take
advantage of this change and come to at least 4 of the SCOL events. Prize-giving for the 2016
-17 season will take place at the BADO event Sun 29 Oct at Pamber Forest.
This year we are introducing an Inter Club Competition, based on the total average score for
each club. The total scores for all runners are added together and divided by the number of
runs to give an average score per runner. This way everyone counts for their club. We hope
this will encourage more club members to turn out and run for their club – something that only
happens once or twice a year at the CompassSport Cup or relay events. See SCOA website
for events and details. http://www.scoa-orienteering.org.uk/scoa-league.

JK2019
Easter in 2019 is Friday 19 April – Monday 22 April. SCOA is taking on the organising and
planning of the 4 events that now make up the JK Festival of Orienteering. Each day is likely to
need about 150 volunteers and although it is 2 years away, we need to start recruiting now. If
you have been to a JK recently you will have an idea of the scale of the task ahead of us.
Terry and Di Smith (SOC) have taken on the Co-ordinator role and we have organisers and
planners proposed for each of the events (Sprint on Friday: TVOC, Middle on Saturday: SN,
Long on Sunday: BKO and Relay on Monday: TVOC). Now we need to identify people with
suitable skills and experience to take on specific team leader roles:
For each day:
•
Safety
•
Equipment
•
Site
•
Volunteer co-ordinator and especially one person per club to co-ordinate volunteers,
as some may help on more than one day.
•
Prize-giving
•
Start and Download
For all 4 days
•
Safety officer
•
Technical equipment
•
Other Equipment/ logistics
•
Enquiries – recommended to manage the same team for all 4 days to aid consistency
and knowledge
•
Prizes and trophies
To volunteer or for more information, please contact Di Smith:
chairman@scoa-orienteering.org.uk
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Event Summary
This listing shows a selection of forthcoming events — most of the local events and some of the more
important ones from further afield. For a full listing, look at the British Orienteering web site.
Date

Name

Level

Club

Venue

Sat 22 July

TVOC Saturday Series

Local

TVOC

Headington Hill Park
Oxford
and Oxford Brookes

Sun 30 July
-Sat 5 Aug

Scottish 6 Days

National

Deeside, Scotland

Sat 12
August

BKO Summer Park
Event and Club Picnic

Local

BKO

Sandhurst Mem.
Park and Meadows

Sandhurst

Sat 19 Aug

TVOC Saturday Series
Wycombe Abbey

Local

TVOC

Wycombe Abbey
School

High Wycombe

Sun 20 Aug

SN Urban

Regional

SN

Farnborough

Farnborough

Sat 26 Aug

White Rose Weekend

National

EBOR

Collis Rigg

Helmsley

Sun 27 Aug

White Rose Weekend &
YHOA Superleague

National

EBOR

Heater Rigg

Helmsley

Sun 27 Aug

MV Urban (SEOUL)

Regional

MV

Epsom & Horton

Epsom

Mon 28 Aug

TVOC Urban (SEOUL/
NUL)

Regional

TVOC

North Abingdon

Abingdon

Sat 2 Sept

Caddihoe Day 1 (UKOL)
and SW Middle Distance
Championships

National

KERNO

Hayle Towns

Hayle

Sun 3 Sept

Caddihoe Day 2 (UKOL)
and SW Long Distance
Championships

National

KERNO

Hayle Towns

Hayle

Sun 3 Sept

SE Sprint Champs

Regional

SO

Sussex University

Brighton

Fri 8 Sept

London weekend race 1

Regional

SLOW

Wapping

Wapping

Sat 9 Sept

City of London Race
(SEOUL/NUL)

National

SLOW

Sun 10 Sept

LOK Ultrasprint

Regional

LOK

Victoria Park

Victoria Park

Sat 16 Sept

SN - Saturday Series 1

Local

SN

TBC

Farnham

Sat 16 Sept

TVOC Saturday Series

Local

TVOC

Cutteslowe Park

Oxford

Sun 17 Sept

NWO Urban (SEOUL)

Regional

NWO

Haydon Wick

Swindon

Sat 23 Sept

BKO Winter Saturday
Series

Local

BKO

Benyons
Enclosure

Mortimer

Sun 24 Sept

WIM Galoppen

Regional

WIM

Ibsley Common,
New Forest TBC

Ringwood venue TBC

Sat 30 Sept

British Sprint
Championships (UKOL)

Major

EAOA

Campbell Park

Milton Keynes

Sun 1 Oct

British Middle Distance
Championships (UKOL)

Major

BOF

Wendover Woods

Aylesbury
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Town

London

Famous Three Go on a Treasure Hunt
Jacqui and John Briggs joined up with Sue Hunt to tackle this year’s
British Orienteering Championships (BOC) and British Relay Championships
(BRC) in the Lake District. Here is their combined account….
“Let’s go orienteering”, said John
“What’s that?” says Sue.
“You know when you have to find coloured flags hidden in a forest”. Says John
“Oh yes” says Jacqui, “I’ve heard they’re doing the British Championships in the Lake District”.
“Where?” says Sue

“Up North” says John, “Yes it will be a real adventure, the terrain will be really different and hard
going”.
“Will Tom’s Van be there?” says Jacqui
“I think it unlikely, so best to pack the Ginger Beer just in case” says John. “Umm and some
cakes” says Jacqui.
So the Famous Three head off to Finsthwaite hoping for an adventure. The Individual runs take
place on High Dam. The weather is dry and warmish/cool to begin with (soon to get hot).
“How many layers are you wearing Sue?” asks
Jacqui.
“Two”
“Golly” says John, “it must be warm”.
“You need a BKO shirt Sue” says John.
“No, it’s not my colour” replies Sue
John who is an M55 did Course 20, a short
course of 18 controls, 5km. Why are all these

Couse 20:
Part of the first
half of the
course.

Martin Wilson on the run-in at
the end of his M70L course
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brown lines so close
together thought John,
we don’t get that in
Berkshire and what’s all
this black stuff on the
map? Then he
remembered the words
of the Wise Wizard (he
was called Martin)
“Those are Crags and
Boulders my boy and
more Crags” So off he
went.

Martin and Ian Cooper
comparing routes on M70L

Sue is a W55, she had
chosen a long course
because Sue is a
runner, luckily John
reminded her there are
hills in the Lakes and it would not be like an Urban, so just in time she changed onto the short
course (24), just like Jacqui. Jacqui is also a W55, she would never dream of running a long
course!
Jacqui and Sue had a long walk to the start 1300m. So much for a short course thought Jacqui.
John didn’t think, he just got on with it, but then he only had an 800m walk. Sue thought it was a
good warm up, as she had to wait another
hour for her start.
John had a tough start, 9 mins to first control,
7 mins 1-2, already last on his course. Wary of
the wrath of the Wise Wizard, he stopped
trying to identify every feature he was running
past on the map and got used to the scale and
contours then things improved, and he had
fastest splits 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 and 12-13.
Overall a poor time but what fantastic
orienteering country; I want to do more he
thought. But would like to go to the pub first.
Jacqui loved the open landscape and lack of
dark green and happily got to grips reading the
mounds, crags and counting her paces. This
1:7500 scale is a blast she thought and thank
goodness there is a drought on to soak up all
those nasty marshes, didn’t expect that in the
Lake District. Controls 1-6 were well read, but
then someone moved a whole wall on the way
to control 7! Really thought Jacqui, that’s a bit
squiffy. But then she felt better as there were
lots of other folk looking for missing controls.
The rest of the course was most enjoyable but
Jacqui was never quite sure
about those black triangle
Couse 24:
controls.
An early section from
Sue thought the features
Course 24 as tackled
were nearer and took a while
by Sue and Jacqui
to adjust to the 1:7500 map.
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Jacqui, Sue and John ready to
tackle the British Relay
John also struggled to
acclimatize. Jacqui was simply
delighted to cover the ground
quicker and happily stopped to
watch a pair of adult deer leaping
over the ground nearby. Oh the
views are lovely here, she
mused.
Sue found a new friend to play
with, a W12, who had sprained
her ankle and wanted to know
where the start was. Luckily Sue
wasn’t yet totally lost and was still
close to the start, so took her
friend back. “Well that’s my
excuse for the day” thought Sue.
On the way from control 3 to 4,
Sue happily spotted a large crag
on her right. “Hurrah!” said Sue,
“I know where I am”.
Later, she was looking for control 7, “Oh dear, there’s an awful lot of lumps here and why aren’t
these trees marked on the map?” she pondered, as she went round and round in circles. “Are
these short black lines, crags, or broken paths?” Sue thought confusedly. Concentrating jolly hard
on the lumpy bits, counting paces and watching her heading meant that Sue then made her way
from control 7 to 10 with relative ease. Then Oh dear, Sue confidently went the wrong way for
control 11. Well at least you can look like you know what you’re doing on the run back in she
mused. And because there was a spectator run in John & Jacqui clapped and cheered her in.
What a gloriously jolly day.
Sunday Team Relay
Started off hotter than Saturday. Summer House Knott was
located across the road from the previous day’s event. It was a
more wooded area than the open High Dam, equally challenging
in contours but with some lovely bluebells and interesting
features.
“BKOntrolled” entered our first Ad Hoc Relay event . We were
running short medium and long legs in that order but
interestingly other teams were not necessarily in the same
order, so it was difficult to know which teams were doing well or
badly. Jacqui had the first leg with 1.9km. Sue went second with
3.3km and John last with 3.9km. All three courses had lots of
controls 12, 13 and 18 respectively. Although now more familiar
with the terrain after High Dam, all our six legs felt the effort.
We found the start and handover areas interesting and well
organized and appreciated the pre-race demonstration given by
one of the officials. The mass group starts
were quickly thinned after being
Simon Moore looking a bit tired
channeled through a gateway and then
at the end of his relay leg.
taking a short sharp climb. It was
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British Relay
Championships on Summer
House Knot showing one of
the Ad Hoc legs

noticeable that the majority of the controls
Sue Hunt still
were short legs. Despite a short course it
smiling whilst
was still possible for Jacqui on a technically
tackling her
easier course, to make rooky errors on two
relay leg.
controls, 7 & 10. Sue however had a long
control 4-5 and having got within eyesight of
the control looked right instead of left and then
took off down the steep slope. Frustrated beyond
belief she took one for the team and although lost
a lot of time she eventually found it and
BKOntrolled officially completed the course.
Unlike the fastest three Men’s Elite teams who
were all disqualified due to missed punching!
Our results were nothing to shout about (23rd of
28) but we had an amazing time and thoroughly
enjoyed the challenge. We had a good laugh
(that of course was our reason for going) and
shared a lot of banter with other orienteers. It
was a great atmosphere. We also cheered on
Martin Wilson and Simon Moore as they crossed
the finish line. The weather and scenery could
not have been better and we stayed on for the
rest of the week to get in some excellent walking.
Bowfell beckoned! Having now heard about the
Lakes 5 Days in 2018, we can’t wait to return.
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If you are going to fall over in front of an official
photographer, then it is best to make it spectacular.
Photos by Mark Cheeseman and © compasssport.co.uk
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